TESTIMONIAL LETTERS
Thank you Triple O. I recently purchased one of your Triple O filter systems on April 15, 2015. It was
installed in an above ground water tank that holds 3000 gallons. I must say that I was a little
apprehensive that the system would do any good because my water was really gross. The Iron was at 6
ppm and the pH was 6. I’ve tried several other filter systems with no success whatsoever. So when I put
this one in. I was very surprised that within a couple of days, water was crystal clear and all the smell
was gone.
The water, before the filter, stunk so bad that you could smell somebody when they tool a shower. Now,
it’s like I have mountain spring water thanks to Triple-O. Thank you very much.
I called the office for some clarification and received excellent customer service.
Thanks again,
Dennis R.

After living in our Santa Cruz Mountain home for a few years we grew tired of the poor quality of our
well water. The well water would ruin fixtures and appliances quickly and it was impossible to have
really clean clothes and dishware. Even worse was the rotten egg smell. You would smell worse getting
out of the shower than getting in! We considered getting water delivered but knew there had to be a more
cost effective solution.
We asked around and people in our area suggested trying the Triple O ozone system for our well. After
just a of couple days at work the Triple O system was delivering clear, fresh smelling water. Over 15
years later the Triple O system is still working perfectly. The maintenance on the system is pretty easy
too. Just clean the diffuser and filter every couple of months and change the ozone lamp every two years.
I would recommend the Triple O system to anyone with problem well water.
Best Regards,
Mark D.

We had a Triple a Model TWTS-101 Ozone Water Treatment System installed at our Texas Hill Country
home, and have been very happy with the resulting perfectly pure, safe and fresh water. The system has
run continuously since installation in August 2009, circulating and purifying the water in our holding
tank. Our water comes from a deep water well and requires disinfection. We chose the Triple a ozone
system to clean our water because we did not want to use chlorine, and the Triple O ozone system
requires very minimal (simple and fast) maintenance. I highly recommend the Triple O ozone water
treatment system, and consider it a high quality product. Thank you Triple O for a clean water system that
truly meets our needs!
David R.
Dripping Springs, TX 78620

We have had the Triple 0 system for the last 11:years. We have a well and there are high
levels of iron and a very strong "rotten egg" smell, hydrogen sulfide. After installing the Triple O our
water was fantastic. No more iron rings in toilets and no smell. We just had our first problem with the
ballast going out. Easy fix and we are back online. Triple O has been a great investment with our water
testing very well each time someone seems to want to do a test.
We recommend the system to anyone who has a well.
Dan J.
Scotts Valley, Ca

A simplistic system that STILL remains the same in a complex World
My name is Stephen Pizzo, I just got done talking to you about filter maintenance, and I must say that I
have had your system since 1994 and to this day it continues to operate flawlessly. But, the one attribute
of this system is its simplicity. It is simple to maintain, both from a parts replacement schedule and a filter
changing schedule. I have been doing all the maintenance myself and I cannot express to you enough the
satisfaction of that fact alone. Thank You!!
I want to thank Triple O for the customer support, which has always been FIVE STAR, and for its Triple
O System.
Yours Truly,
Stephen P.
Santa Cruz, Ca

Our well is 30 years old and has a built up of rust and odor. Within 4 days of installation of the (Triple O)
filtration system, we have clean. Clear, drinkable water from the tap.
I just changed the filters on the main house, 1 and 5 micron. The water from the tank was clear.
This is a wonderful system. We would recommend it to anyone. Our only regret is that we did not have
this installed years ago.
Sincerely,
Eric L.
McKinleyville, CA

I feel incumbent to share with you our satisfaction with your system and its positive affect on our
lifestyle.
I installed your Ozone system 5 or 6 years ago in response to a severe hydrogen sulfide problem and
calcification / residue on my plumbing fixtures.
Although I have close to 5000 gallons of storage (required due to a low-flow producing well) - with an
exposed but screened manhole opening for aeration, it could not eliminate the odor. This was not only
unpleasant to breath /drink on a daily basis, but was particularly embarrassing for guests. The residue on
my fixtures (faucets, sinks and toilets) was a constant source of aggravation and unpleasant to view.
The installation was easy, self-explanatory and took most of an afternoon. Additionally, the maintenance
is minor and may be performed in a matter of minutes, so it is not considered a "chore".
Within days of installation of one of your systems, the odor was completely eliminated! After several
weeks, almost all of the calcification/residue that had accumulated on my fixtures was gone. It was truly
miraculous! My system has functioned flawlessly since its installation. I would highly recommend it to
another family.
Sincerely,
Roger D.

